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Abstract—In electric and hybrid-electric vehicles, series-
connected battery packs are commonly used. Should the state-
of-health (SOH) of one or several individual cells deteriorate, the
entire battery pack is affected, reducing battery pack capacity
which in turn reduces the maximum distance able to be driven.
In order to predict the SOH of the individual battery cells, this
paper introduces the concept of effective battery capacitance.
Effective capacitance is defined as the local slope of the voltage vs
charge curve derived from a third-order polynomial relationship
between these parameters. The location of maximum effective
capacitance can be used as a means of identifying end-of-life
and/or catastrophic failure of battery modules. Four different
Toyota Prius battery packs were used in establishing this method
in the proof of concept work. The paper presents a linear
relationship between maximum effective capacitance and SOH;
this relationship is confirmed with a larger dataset.
Keywords - Hybrid Electric Vehicles, Battery Management,
Battery Model, Slope Analysis, Effective Capacitance
NOMENCLATURE
cell single NiMH cell, usually 1.2 V nominal
module six series-connected NiMH cells, 7.2 V nomi-
nal
block two series-connected NiMH modules, 14.4 V
nominal
charge integral of current with respect to time
capacity charge at 100% SOC (Qmax)
SOC state-of-charge, the charge remaining within
the cell as a percentage of actual capacity
SOH state-of-health, the actual capacity as a percent-
age of rated capacity
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing interest in both hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)
and electric vehicles (EV) means that accurate and appropriate
measures of battery health are essential, particularly as these
vehicles age. Many recent reviews of state-of-art battery
health measurement techniques and research results have been
published [1]–[3]. Barré et al [1] describes how battery ageing
manifests as capacity fade and resistive film growth. Capacity
fade is the loss of active material within the battery; resistive
film growth is the accumulation of resistive contaminants on
the battery electrodes arising from unwanted side reactions.
Capacity fade reduces the energy storage capability of the
battery whereas resistive film growth reduces the maximum
power available at the battery terminal due to increased
internal resistance of a cell. These two performance-limiting
phenomena are affected by different environmental conditions
and usage patterns, making ageing assessment a difficult task
[1]. Rezvanizaniani et al [2] assert that a battery’s internal
electrochemical processes are both nonlinear and time-varying,
making them nearly impossible to observe for the purpose of
predicting individual battery block failures in series-connected
automotive battery packs such as the example of Toyota Prius.
This paper aims to simplify the nonlinear aspects into a simple
effective capacitance (Ceff) measurement explained in section
III. The following paragraphs cover state-of-the-art battery
analysis techniques and provide a justification for the effective
capacitance measure.
Waag et al [3] provides an extensive review of methods used
to monitor batteries in EV and HEV applications; although that
review covers lithium-ion batteries, the information provided
is still relevant to nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) batteries, the
focus of this paper. The three review papers [1]–[3], surveying
669 references, agree that electrochemical methods, circuit
models and statistical approaches are the main battery assess-
ment practices employed in laboratory applications. Statistical
methods do not work well in the case of prognostics in
automotive battery packs because prior knowledge (current
profile, temperature exposure, etc) of battery usage is usually
unavailable. Some researchers [4]–[7] start with a fresh cell to
be aged throughout the experiment. This is a valid approach to
determine the nonlinear age-dependent responses of the battery
using either electrochemical or circuit modelling methods.
However, relationships between electrochemical behaviour or
circuit components and age were not available for the present
work making it difficult to map electrochemical or circuit
model results to an accurate battery state-of-health. The Toyota
Prius (the focus of this study) for example, does not store
this data within the battery management system (BMS). Other
manufacturers or vehicles sold in different countries may
make battery degradation statistics available to the end user
or diagnostic technician. However, little or no literature is
available regarding how these statistics are collected or how
much diagnostic information is retained.
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Fig. 1: Capacity distribution of aged battery packs from four different
Prius vehicles. Pack 1 shows “bath-tub” (concave) capacity distribu-
tion due to accelerated ageing of battery modules in the centre of
the pack (where the temperature is higher). Pack 2 shows a similar
concave relationship as Pack 1, however some modules are failing
through other mechanisms. Pack 3, which is more degraded than Pack
1, also shows the concave capacity distribution. Pack 4 shows a faulty
pack in which some modules retain good health whereas others have
failed completely with less than 200 mAh capacity. Capacity was
measured by coulomb counting, see text for details.
Figure 1 shows the measured charge capacities for four Prius
HEV battery packs, each exhibiting distinct state-of-health
profiles. The capacity graphs were obtained by integrating the
current versus time curve to determine, for each of the 38 bat-
tery modules per pack, the total charge Q =
∫
Idt (coulombs)
transferred during transition from a fully-charged to fully-
discharged module. This measurement is often referred to as
“coulomb counting”. This coulomb count was then mapped
to an effective module capacity in mAh via the conversion
QmAh = Q × 10003600 . Each module was discharged using 4-A
pulses of 35 s duration every 180 s, thus allowing time for
the module to settle between pulses. (Note that the nominal
battery-pack capacities are unknown to field diagnostics staff.)
Packs 1, 2 and 3 have aged in a similar way: the modules
near the ends of the packs have higher capacities than the mod-
ules in the middle, but are otherwise uniform. The “bathtub”
curve appears to arise from the temperature differences that
develop across the pack during normal operation. As argued in
[8], the effective battery-pack capacity is limited by the lowest
capacity module (or cell) in the series arrangement. Reference
[9] details how simple measurements using commercially
available diagnostic tools can give an indication of module
capacity-distribution across a battery pack.
The Prius HEV battery pack consists of 38 (or 28, de-
pending on Prius model) series-connected battery modules;
each module contains six series-connected NiMH cells. As
shown in Fig. 2, the battery management system (BMS) is
configured to monitor the terminal voltage of pairs of modules,
known as blocks, thus, unless the pack is dismantled (as
was done to obtain the data for Fig. 1), the charge status
of the 38 individual modules is not normally accessible for
the diagnostic teams working in repair centers. Instead, the
BMS can only determine end-of-charge and end-of-discharge
for each of the 19 module-pairs.
The BMS assesses a pack as being “fully charged” when any
Fig. 2: A typical battery management system for HEV-2009 Toyota
Prius showing the 6 series-connected cells in a battery module and
the two series connected modules in a battery block [10]
one of its 19 blocks, say block-A, has a terminal voltage that
has reached the nominal voltage corresponding to 100% SOC
for the given cell chemistry; this means that the remaining
18 blocks will be sitting at less than full charge. Similarly,
the pack is “fully discharged”, when any one of the blocks,
say block-B, has decayed to 0% SOC, leaving the other 18
blocks incompletely discharged. The time-integral of discharge
current between the instant when block-A is fully charged
(100% SOC) to when block-B is fully discharged (0% SOC)
gives the overall pack capacity.
If one cell in a series-connected pack is of significantly
lower state-of-health, the charge transfer required to traverse
from BMS detection of “full charge” to “complete discharge”
will be substantially reduced, thus lowering the accessible
capacity of the entire pack. Zheng et al [11] detail how
capacity variation in series-connected cells can affect overall
pack performance. While various advanced techniques such as
the hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation could be applied in
cases where BMS designers are ready to apply them bearing
the added design cost in mind, in an off-line diagnostic exer-
cise such as this case, such techniques are not economically
and practically viable.
In this paper we describe a direct and simple method
for assessing battery state-of-health from the inverse-slope of
the voltage-versus-charge (i.e., integrated current) discharging
curves. This inverse-slope defines an effective battery capaci-
tance Ceff = (dV/dQ)−1. This is for a real-world diagnostic
exercise in the field service and repairs of automotive battery
packs to pin-point the failing individual battery blocks. We
show that a healthy battery-pack has a relatively flat V -
vs-Q characteristic and large effective capacitance, whereas
an unhealthy pack exhibits a terminal voltage that is much
more sensitive to charge transfer, so has diminished Ceff. This
practically and industrially useful new method is suitable for
use as a field diagnostic since it does not require access to
specialist laboratory equipment or to high-order matrix-based
numerics typically needed for parameter extraction via Kalman
and extended Kalman filter modeling.
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II. MODEL-BASED APPROACH TO STATE-OF-HEALTH
MEASUREMENT
The most common battery model described in the literature
is shown in Figure 3(a) [12]–[27]. In [19] this model is referred
to as the diffusion-polarisation (DP) model where, Vo is the
open-circuit terminal voltage, RT is the terminal resistance,
RD, CD and RP, CP are the diffusion and polarisation resis-
tances and capacitances respectively. This model is used to
describe the small-signal behaviour of a battery about some
DC bias point, taken in this case as the I = 0 steady-state










































Fig. 3: Two commonly-used battery models. (a) Thévenin or
diffusion-polarisation model describes the small-signal voltage recov-
ery after a current pulse. Bulk-surface model (b) describes the bulk
behaviour of the battery due to capacitor energy storage by linking
charge to terminal voltage [28], [29].
Many of the aforementioned research papers establish a
link between the internal parameters of the battery model
shown in Figure 3(a) and state-of-charge (SOC). As battery
SOC changes, so does the open-circuit voltage a characteristic
which the DP model is unable to reconstruct accurately. This
behaviour can be approximately modelled by replacing the
fixed voltage source (Vo) in Figure 3(a) with a bulk storage
capacitor. Hence, the approximate model in Figure 3(b) is
more suitable for practically modelling large-signal battery
behaviour where, RB and Cbulk are the bulk resistance and ca-
pacitance which together form a low frequency low-pass filter
thus describing the slow responses (charging and discharging
process) of the battery. The surface RC (RS and Csurf) pair
reconstructs the high frequency behaviour of the battery i.e.,
terminal voltage fluctuations due to sudden changes in terminal
current. These two battery models can be related through a
star-delta transformation [28]. Figure 3(b) is adapted from
Bhangu et al. [29] who use an extended Kalman filtering
(EKF) approach to quantify the bulk-storage capacitance, and
to assess battery state-of-health. However, for the EKF to work
correctly, an accurate estimate of other battery parameters
(surface capacitance and series resistances) is also required.
Estimated parameter values were used in [29] and a broad
assumption is taken that the other battery parameters remain
constant as the battery ages.
Modelling the battery using large capacitors, as in Figure
3(b), relates the terminal voltage (VT) to state-of-charge ap-
proximating a more realistic battery. However, when we look
closely at the charge and discharge curves (Fig. 4) we see
that the relationship between state-of-charge and open-circuit
voltage does not follow the linear trend expected of a fixed
capacitor. It is observed that Cbulk  Csurf hence the effects
of the surface capacitance on battery storage capability can be
considered negligible. The storage capacitor must instead be
modelled by some nonlinear function with multiple inputs,
Cbulk = f(charge, V, SOH, temp,X), (1)
where “X” represents the remaining battery parameters such
as charge-rate or hysteresis effects [24].
The battery models presented in Figure 3 are appropriate
for single-cell research where only the voltage responses of
two (positive and negative) electrodes are considered, but
cannot directly extend to multi-cell batteries [1]. Practical
automotive batteries rarely have terminals exposed to allow
individual measurements at cell level. Lithium technologies
are an exception due to the dangers of single cells reaching
run-away temperatures resulting from over-charge or excessive
discharge. As indicated before, Toyota Prius battery mod-
ules consist of six series-connected NiMH cells; two series-
connected module constitute a block. As a result equation
(1) becomes increasingly complex. If there is no difference
between cells then we could consider the module as a single
cell, however in reality individual cells are never identical [11].
The total bulk capacitance of the battery block now becomes
a function of the 12 individual bulk capacitances,
C totbulk = f(Cbulk|1, Cbulk|2, ..., Cbulk|12), (2)
which in turn becomes a function of the 12 individual battery
parameters,
C totbulk = f(charge|i, V |i,SOH|i, temp|i,X|i), (3)
where the |i notation symbolises the parameter evaluated at
cell i where i = 1, 2, . . . , 12 for the 12 series-connected
cells. Building a model to estimate all of these individual
parameters, given only battery terminal current and voltage,
and ambient temperature, is possible using advanced error
minimisation techniques such as extended Kalman filtering.
However this is not practical because of the computational
requirements to process at least order 12 matrices. Hence a
new grouped parameter, the effective capacitance, is proposed
as a measure of battery state-of-health. This new measure is
useful in practical systems such as the Prius.
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III. EFFECTIVE CAPACITANCE MEASURE
Little work has been done on the development of suitable
off-line techniques for determining state-of-health of a series-
connected multi-cell battery. Most battery models presented in
the literature contain some form of current-dependant voltage
source such as, in its simplest form, a capacitor (Figure 3(b)).
Many models such as that presented in [29] relate this storage
element to state-of-health. However due to the nonlinear
interaction between the multiple battery-model components
of Eq. (1), it is extremely challenging to parameterise its
capacitance. A determination of the “effective capacitance”
is presented here as a practically reliable indicator of state-
of-health of a battery block (in our case 12 series-connected
NiMH cells), used in applications such as the Toyota Prius
battery pack.






which is the small-signal equivalent of the bulk capacitance
definition, C = Q/V . Here, Ceff takes into account any
inherent nonlinearities because it is calculated on a point-by-
point basis along the discharge curve. Figure 4 shows how
Ceff deviates from the linear relationship expected between
state-of-charge and voltage for an ordinary capacitor.


























Fig. 4: Discharge curves comparing third-order polynomial fits Q =
Q(V ) and V = V (Q) for four battery blocks (series-connected
pairs of modules) whose states-of-health are, from visual inspection,
grouped into four categories. The basis for this grouping is on
length and shape of the discharge curve. Note: The colour scheme
identifying the family of (Q,V ) data points is retained in Fig 5.
This effective-capacitance method was developed after
analysing data obtained from a supercapacitor-based off-line
battery diagnostic tool [30] implemented in the first stage of
this project. The diagnostic system connects to the sensing
wires on the Toyota Prius battery pack to enable voltage and
current measurements at each battery-block terminal.
If we knew the true functional form for Q(V ), battery-
charge as a function of battery-voltage, then we could use
simple calculus to compute the capacitance from the gradient
of the Q-vs-V curve. But we do not know Q(V ); instead we
have a sequence of point values for (V,Q) along the discharge
path, mapping the real nature of the grouped-capacitance
variations. These point values are inevitably influenced by
measurement noise, so a simple ratio of first-differences will
produce very noisy gradient estimates. Therefore we need to
apply a smoothing technique to the measurements to increase
the accuracy of the gradient estimates. Inspection of the curves,
Figure 4, suggests that, over the range of these measurements,
the voltage V could be approximately expressed as a cubic
polynomial of charge Q,
V (Q) = a3Q
3 + a2Q
2 + a1Q+ a0, (5)
or alternatively charge can be approximately expressed as a
cubic polynomial of voltage,
Q(V ) = b3V
3 + b2V
2 + b1V + b0 (6)
It can be seen in Figure 4 that both equations (5) and (6)
match the measured data reasonably well. Using calculus we






2 + 2b2V + b1 (7)
which is a quadratic relationship between voltage and Ceff,
implying that Ceff can approach +∞ or −∞ when V →∞,
depending on the sign of the b3 coefficient. Such unbounded
behaviour for Ceff is clearly undesirable.
Fortunately the V (Q) fitting produces a bounded and well-









3a3Q2 + 2a2Q+ a1
, (8)










































excellent good bad ugly
Fig. 5: Residual error between measurements and (a) Q = Q(V )
cubic fit, and (b) V = V (Q) cubic fit for the four battery blocks
shown in Figure 4 confirming that V = V (Q) is the better
approximation for this dataset.
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which is a bell-shaped curve with an asymptote at Ceff = 0.
If we set Q = 0 then Ceff = 1/a1, which is positive for all
discharge curves; we might interpret this as the component of
the capacitance of the cell that is not related to any chemical
changes. For example, Ceff|Q=0 could be an indication of plate
area, separation distance, and electrolyte permittivity, where
smaller a1 values indicate a higher capacity battery i.e. larger
plate area, smaller separation distance or better electrolyte
permittivity. Additionally, the charge at which the Ceff-vs-




= − 6a3Q+ 2a2












where a larger Cmaxeff indicates a healthier battery i.e., better
energy storage capability. From equation (5) we can see that
a0 is the terminal voltage of the cell when there is no charge.
Fig. 6: Effective capacitance calculated using Ceff = (dV/dQ)−1 the
cubic polynomial fit V (Q) = a0+a1Q+a2Q2+a3Q3 plotted against
(a) charge and (b) voltage for the four battery blocks shown in Figure
4. The dots mark the location of maximum effective capacitance,
Cmaxeff , and the colour scale indicates the magnitude of Ceff. The same
colour scheme is used in Figure 8.
In order to confirm this measurement technique, we have
tentatively identified four battery modules as “excellent”,
“good”, “bad” and “ugly” after referring to their apparent state-
of-health based on inspection of their respective discharge
curves plotted in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that “ugly” has
a higher value for a0, but careful inspection of Figure 8(b)
shows that batteries that suffered catastrophic failures, end-of-
life failures and ordinary ageing present with similar values
for a0, hence there is no direct relationship between a0 and
battery health.
Graphs of the residual error for the two fits of Figure 4 are
shown in Figure 5. The maximum residual error, expressed as
a percentage, for Q = Q(V ) fit is 4.4% and for V = V (Q)
fit is 0.9% confirming that V = V (Q) gives a more accurate
description of the voltage-discharge characteristics for these
battery blocks.
Effective capacitance trends calculated from the local gra-
dients of the cubic V = V (Q) polynomial fits of Figure 4
are shown in Figure 6 plotted against charge and voltage. The
maximum effective capacitances are marked with a dot. [Cmaxeff
was also calculated using the Q = Q(V ) cubic fit (shown
in Fig. 4), and we found a maximum difference between the
values for Cmaxeff (slope at the point of inflection) of 17%, (not
shown).]
Maximum effective capacitance (highlighted by the dots
on Fig 6) occurs where the battery voltage response is most
linear around the point of inflection, highlighting the nonlinear
behaviour of the battery-model bulk-capacitance (Cbulk) shown
in Figure 3(b). This changing behaviour of the series battery
block is a result of the complex electrochemical processes.
A NiMH battery is fully charged when all chemical species
have oxidised from Ni(II) to Ni(III), the electrolyte and the two
electrodes now effectively forming a capacitor (charged plates
separated by a distance). For constant-current discharge, the
voltage-vs-charge curve should be linear if the cell behaves
as a perfectly linear capacitor. However, this theoretical ca-
pacitor, formed by the electrodes and electrolyte, is charged
by the electrochemical redox reactions occurring within the
electrodes with ion diffusion through the electrolyte [31]. The
chemical reactions effectively charge the theoretical capacitor
and the voltage deviates from the expected linear relationship.
This phenomenon highlights the electrochemical aspects of
the battery and indicates that modelling the battery as a fixed
capacitor is an approximation at best. We hypothesise that the
location of Cmaxeff on the voltage–charge plane, and the value of
Cmaxeff itself, are primary indicators for battery state-of-health.
We now test this hypothesis on 40 sets of data.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data in the following figures were obtained from a
variety of Toyota Prius battery packs, some from vehicles
that remain in service, and others from battery packs which
have failed in the field. All measurements were taken at an
ambient temperature of 15◦C, discharging a constant 4 A for
35 seconds every 180 seconds, giving the battery 145 s to rest
and recover before recording the open-circuit voltage.
A measurement of capacity (Qmax) can be obtained by






where, t1− t0 is the time taken to discharge the module from
end-of-charge to end-of-discharge and I is the time-varying






but for these battery blocks Qrated is not readily available from
battery manufacturers. So, for this battery type, SOH cannot
be expressed as a percentage. An attempt was made at finding
a relationship between the fit coefficients (a0, a1, a2 and a3)
and Qmax; however no clear relationship was found. Hence a
relationship between capacity and Cmaxeff is suggested.























































Fig. 7: Capacity, fitted curve (mx + c) and 95% prediction interval
plotted against local maximum Ceff for (a) complete dataset including
outliers and (b) with outliers removed. For (b), the fit parameters are
m = 1.891 AsF−1 and c = −1025 As.
Figure 7(a) shows capacity plotted against Cmaxeff for the
full dataset. While a linear relationship is clearly visible,
it is skewed by outliers. The outlying data-points represent
a number of possible failures such as short-circuited cells,
reversed electrodes or end-of-life failures. Considering that
the measurements are of a battery block where the individual
cell terminals are not accessible we can only speculate as to
which type of failure has occurred. In Figure 8 we look at the
location of Cmaxeff on the charge-voltage plane to distinguish
between catastrophic failures and end-of-life failures. Figure
7(b) removes the outliers to reveal the underlying linear
relationship between capacity Qmax and Cmaxeff ,
Qmax = 1.891 · Cmaxeff − 1025. (14)
Although researchers commonly describe capacity-fade age-
ing effects seen in battery model parameters as an exponential
decay over time [7] such relationship was not suitable for this
dataset as time-series ageing data are not available. If capacity
reduces to zero, an effective capacitance (1/a1) of ≈ 550 F
remains; this residual 550 F can be pictured as the capacitance
of the battery when no active species are present, so no ion
transfer through the electrolyte is possible [32].
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Fig. 8: Effective capacitance, indicated by the colour bars (as defined
in Figure 6), plotted along the battery block discharge curve for (a)
ordinary ageing dataset showing relationship between Cmaxeff (black
dots), charge and voltage and 95% prediction interval i.e. the ordinary
ageing locus and (b) with outliers (catastrophic and end-of-life
failures) included. These plots highlight the unpredictable failure
modes when battery-health reduces (end-of-life) and “catastrophic”
battery failure such as short-circuited cells where Cmaxeff falls outside
ordinary ageing bounds.
The relationships between maximum effective capacitance
(Cmaxeff ) and the (Qx, Vx) coordinate at which the point of
inflection occurs shown in Figure 8, with the outliers removed
are,
Qx = 1.32× 10−5 · (Cmaxeff )2.33 + 934. (15)
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More significant however is the relationship between voltage
and Ceff,
Vx = 1.1× 104 · (Cmaxeff )−1.34 + 14.8, (16)
indicating that as battery health increases, corresponding to
increasing Cmaxeff in Figure 7(b), the inflection voltage Vx
approaches 14.8 V. For a block of 12 series-connected NiMH
cells, 14.8 V corresponds to a nominal voltage of between
1.2 and 1.3 V per cell. This suggests that the cubic-fitting
approach may be transferrable to different battery chemistries
after appropriate adjustment to the constants in equations (15)
and (16). We argue that equations (15) and (16) describe the
movement of Cmaxeff through the voltage–charge plane as a
result of ordinary battery ageing which manifests as a gradual
fading of capacity. This relationship is plotted on Figure 8(a)
where, only the battery blocks that fit the linear relationship
from Fig. 7(b) are plotted.
Figure 8(b) superimposes the dataset outliers from Fig. 7(a).
Here we can identify two clear regions: battery end-of-life
and catastrophic failures. The end-of-life region is identified
by battery blocks whose Cmaxeff values have reduced below ∼
1500 F. The scatter in Cmaxeff values highlights the unpredictable
behaviour for these failing battery blocks. Batteries with peak
effective capacitance that fall in the end-of-life region, but also
within the ordinary ageing bounds, may still be suitable for
reuse, however the battery-pack may fail within a short time-
frame.
The catastrophic failure region shows blocks exhibiting ei-
ther short-circuited cells or electrode reversal and are identified
by a high values for Cmaxeff (≥ 4000 F) lying outside of the
ordinary ageing region. If one of the 12 series-connected cells
is short-circuited it is still possible to charge the battery block
to 16 V however this results in 11 severely over-charged cells.
When the block is subsequently discharged the rate-of-change
in voltage with respect to charge is higher as the over-charge
is removed from the electrodes. The voltage at which Cmaxeff
occurs is now lower, outside of ordinary ageing bounds, as
only 11 cells contribute to the overall storage capability of the
block. Electrode reversal also shows a similar accelerated drop
in voltage when the battery block is discharged [33].
It must also be noted that the numerical value of Cmaxeff is
much higher for the catastrophic failures than ordinary cells:
8000 F as opposed to 3000 F as shown in Figure 8. This is a
side effect of the Ceff calculation, the rate-of-change of slope
is much higher at the turning point for the catastrophic failure
due to the steep initial voltage drop. What is of importance
in this case is that Cmaxeff lies outside of the ordinary ageing
region.
V. CONCLUSION
In this project authors have utilized the battery pack failure
data collected in field-repair work, which practically indicated
the failing blocks in series connected automotive battery
packs (with Toyota Prius as the specific example) to verify
the validity of a new parameter-estimation method useful
for pin-pointing the failing battery blocks. By inserting out-
of-specification battery blocks removed in the field repair
exercises, authors were able to verify the validity of this new
off-line prognostic procedure to carry out an estimation of an
approximate effective capacitance of a combination of Ni-MH
cells.
Maximum effective-capacitance calculated from a third-
order polynomial fit to (Q,V ) data-points and its position on
the voltage–charge plane accurately distinguishes catastrophic
and end-of-life battery failure from ordinary battery ageing
processes causing capacity fade effects. The coefficients of the
third-order fit V = V (Q) can be used as design parameters
to optimise battery pack performance. However, no clear
relationship exists between the fit coefficients and state-of-
health. Rather, the suggested method shows ordinary ageing
bounds within which Cmaxeff must lie, with C
max
eff having a
positive linear relationship with SOH capacity. These bounds
are calculated through a power-law relationship between Cmaxeff ,
Vx and Qx.
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